BLOCKCHAIN FOR AML (KYC)
Blockchain is an emerging technology that offers the possibility of re-engineering economic models and
enabling the creation of markets and products that were previously unavailable or unprofitable across
emerging markets.
Blockchain is a distributed database ledger that functions like a
distributed network. It is often referred to as a distributed ledger
that can register blocks of cryptographically-secure, tamperproof data with members of a network. This unique structure
offers near-frictionless cooperation between these entities,
allowing them to transfer value or information without need of a
central authority or intermediary.
It has the potential to deliver productivity gains to multiple industries, from the financial services sector to
energy markets, supply chains, intellectual property management, the public sector, and beyond. And
blockchain may prove particularly valuable in emerging markets. Yet the technology is in early stages of
development and will need to overcome serious challenges and risks, both technical and regulatory, before it
achieves widespread adoption. As a disruptive technology platform, blockchain is impactful with the potential
to redefine the operations and economics of the financial services industry.
Know Your Customer (KYC) processes provide the backbone of financial institutions’ anti-money laundering
(AML) efforts to combat the financing of terrorism (CFT), helping to detect and prevent criminal behaviors over
the world.
It is estimated that up to 80 percent of the effort associated
with KYC is dedicated to information gathering and
processing, and only 20 percent to assessing and
monitoring that information for critical insights. At the same
time, the tiresome process, repetitive questioning and long
processing times create a frustrating experience for
customers. New and evolving technologies may present
solutions to these challenges. While many financial
institutions look to AI and cognitive technologies to drive
efficiency by automating existing KYC processes, other technologies open up different paths. The use of
blockchain, currently best known as the foundational technology for Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies, could
reduce inefficiencies and duplication of effort in KYC information gathering between legal entities within a
larger financial corporation or even between competing banks. Yet the question arises: could blockchain truly
be the key to a viable KYC utility, or is this a case of a technical solution in search of a problem?
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Use of blockchain in the creation of a KYC utility is a technologically viable solution that provides a method to
safely and securely share customer information between parties. A blockchain-based KYC utility allows banks
to have the confidence in the information contained within the platform, regardless of which institution
originally collected the data, knowing that it cannot be changed, altered or accidentally modified. The platform
also provides full visibility on how the information was entered, by whom, and how and when it was externally
verified. The concept of a KYC utility also helps to address several logistical issues and roadblocks faced by
the banking industry today.

Thanks to information bottlenecks, financial institutions can easily be defrauded by customers with fake
credentials or histories of fraud with other providers. Blockchain can support solutions that let banks know
whether their customers are who they claim to be - without revealing details of the customers’ other account
holdings. Such systems could also allow customers to easily prove their identity when opening accounts at
new institutions, reducing friction in new customer acquisition.
Questions remains about blockchain’s scalability,
interoperability, security, transition costs, data privacy, and
governance. In such a context of uncertainty, business
leaders and policy makers will need to think long and hard
about when and under what conditions a blockchain
initiative is warranted. Companies - in emerging markets
and elsewhere - can neither afford to wait until the outcome
is evident nor expose their existing business models to
overly risky wholescale blockchain initiatives.
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